Effective query expansion terms selection methods are really very important for improving the accuracy and efficiency of Pseudo-Relevance Feedback (PRF) based automatic query expansion techniques in information retrieval system. These methods remove irrelevant and redundant terms from the top retrieved feedback documents with respect to a user query. Individual terms selection methods have been widely investigated for improving its performance. However, it is always a challenging task to find an individual expansion terms selection method that would outperform other individual methods in most cases. In this paper, first we explore the possibility of improving the overall performance using individual terms selection methods. Second, we propose a model for combining multiple expansion terms selection methods by using a variety of ranks combining approaches. Third, semantic filtering used to filter out semantically irrelevant terms obtained after combining multiple terms selection methods. Fourth, the Genetic Algorithm used to make an optimal combination of query terms and candidate expansion terms obtained by applying ranks combination and semantic filtering approach. Our experimental results demonstrated that our proposed approaches achieved a significant improvement over each individual terms selection methods and related state-of-the-arts approaches.
Introduction
The term mismatch is one of the major problems in Information Retrieval (IR) system. One of the most feasible and successful technique to handle this problem is Automatic Query Expansion (AQE) that automatically expand the original user query with some additional terms/words that are related to user query in some way. In order to consider the above problem, there is a need for AQE techniques that can automatically reformulate the original user query. In last some years, it has been observed that the volume of data available online has dramatically increased while the number of query terms searched remained very less. According to the authors in [1] , the average query length was 2.30 words, the same reported ten years after in Singh et al. [2] . While there has been a slight increase in the number of long queries (of five or more words), the most prevalent queries are still those of one, two, and three words. In this situation, the need and the scope of AQE have increased, but it has some problems.
The main problem of AQE is that it cannot work efficiently due to the inherent sparseness of the user query terms in the high dimensional corpus. Another problem is that not all the terms of top retrieved documents (feedback documents) are important for the Query Expansion (QE). Some of the QE terms may be redundant or irrelevant. Some may even misguide the result, especially when there are more irrelevant QE terms than relevant ones. QE selection aims to remove redundant and irrelevant terms from the term pool (top retrieved documents as feedback documents for selecting user QE terms), and the selected QE terms set should contain sufficient and reliable information about the original document. Thus, QE terms selection should not only reduce the high dimensionality of the feedback document corpus (term pool) but also provide a better understanding of the documents, in order to improve the AQE result. Feedback based different QE terms selection methods have been widely used in AQE, and it has been reported that QE terms selection methods can improve the efficiency and accuracy of IR model.
Traditional QE terms selection methods for AQE are either corpus statistics based or term association based, depending on used algorithm in the IR model. Term association based terms selection methods, such as Mutual Information [3] and Co-occurrence Information [2, 4] estimate the goodness of each term based on the occurrence of terms in feedback documents (term pool). Corpus statistics based query expansion term selection methods, such as Chi-Square Statistic [5, 6] , Binary Independence Model [7] and Robertson Selection Value [8] estimate the goodness of each term based on the distribution of terms across the corpus and using the query term information present in feedback documents.
Most of the study on QE terms selection focused on the performance improvement of individual terms selection methods. However, it remains as a challenge to develop an individual terms selection method that would outperform other methods in most cases. Moreover, as multiple expansion terms selection methods are available; it is natural to combine them for better performance by taking advantage of their individual strength. In the past, experiments of combining multiple query terms selection methods have been conducted, but no theoretical analysis has been done. Combinations of two uncorrelated and highperforming QE terms selection methods have been tested [9] . After combining expansion terms from different term selection methods, it became compulsory to check the semantic meaning of selected expansion terms with the user query for to avoid query drifting problem. For this purpose, we use the concept of semantic similarity with the help of WordNet.
Some work has been done for using the concept of semantic similarity for IR and QE. The authors in [10] proposed a QE technique using WordNet lexical chains, hypernym/hyponymy and synonyms relations in WordNet. Lexical chains are used as the basic expansion rules and found that query expansion can improve the query performance dramatically. In [11] Liu, explained the use of WordNet lexical ontology for both expanding query and selecting proper sense of expansion terms and achieved reasonable performance improvement. Even After applying semantic similarity concept, there are a large set of expansion terms, but we need some selected combination of expansion terms, now we apply genetic algorithm for finding optimal combination of expansion terms and query terms. Some work has been done by using a Genetic Algorithm for IR and QE. Most of the work has been done to tune the weights of query terms or matching functions. Bhatnagar et al. in [12] used Genetic Algorithm for improving the efficiency of matching function of an information retrieval system. Araujo et al. [13] have used a Genetic algorithm for query expansion based on stemming and morphological variations. The authors in [14] present a new method for query reweighting to deal with document retrieval. The proposed method uses Genetic Algorithms to reweight a user's query vector, based on the user's relevance feedback, to improve the performance of document retrieval systems.
In this research, we investigate a new approach of ranks combination to combine multiple QE terms selection methods. The ranks combination is a method to analyze the combine multiple scoring systems. The ranks combination has been applied to a variety of domains such as IR, recommendation system, expert system and many more. In this paper, we studied the use of the ranks combination, semantic filtering based ranks combination and score combination of four traditional term selection methods: Chi-Square Statistic (CHI), Cooccurrence Information (Co-occurrence), Binary Independence Model (BIM) and Robertson Selection Value (RSV). After it we use semantic filtering to filter irrelevant terms from term collection/pool and then genetic algorithm used to optimize expansion terms combination, finally some selected QE terms used to reformulate original query. Our experimental results with real data sets demonstrated that combining multiple QE terms selection methods could improve the performance of AQE in terms of Mean Average Precision, Recall, and F-Measure.
The major contributions of this work are summarized as follows: (1) First, we present CHI, Co-occurrence, BIM and RSV terms selection methods for pseudo-relevance feedback based automatic query expansion, with this, the experimental analysis of all these term selection methods are presented. (2) Second, we combine the ranked list of query expansion terms suggested by different expansion terms selection methods discussed in Step 1; here we combine these ranks with the help of most popular rank aggregation methods such as Borda, Condorcet, Reciprocal, and Sumscore. (3) Third, proposed semantic filtering approach used to filter the irrelevant and redundant expansion terms with context to user query obtained from Step 2; we used WordNet based semantic similarity modules to find semantic similarity for this task. (4) Fourth, we propose a genetic algorithm based approach to get an optimal combination of expansion terms obtained from Step 3 with user query terms; with the help of this approach we found a set of best performing query expansion terms. (5) Finally, we conduct a Pair t-test between our proposed approaches and other's model considered as the baseline model. The organization of this paper is as follows. Section 2 explaining about our proposed model and its algorithm. In Section 3, we briefly introduce four individual QE terms selection methods. Section 4 explains rank aggregation, semantic filtering, and Genetic algorithm based approach. Section 5 presents the experimental results of different QE terms selection methods are compared and with each other, next in this section our proposed approaches results are presented and compared or analyzed with baseline approaches in terms of the Precision, Recall and F-Measure on both FIRE and TREC datasets. Finally, Section 6 presents Conclusion and future research directions.
Proposed Rank Aggregation with Semantic and Genetic Algorithm based AQE Model
In traditional PRF based QE methods, the candidate terms for expanding the user query are selected from initially retrieved set of documents. The main concepts behind the PRF-based QE method are: proper selection of a similarity measure for selecting an initial set of documents and selecting appropriate criteria for selecting expansion terms. We have used an efficient Okapi-BM25 similarity measure for selecting an initial set of retrieved documents, which is more efficient than traditionally used Cosine similarity measure. Figure 1 shows the architecture of our proposed AQE retrieval model based on ranks combination, semantic filtering, and Genetic algorithm schemes.
To construct the term pool, we first select a number of top documents from initially retrieved documents for the query using a matching function. In our work, we used an Okapi-BM25 matching function to retrieve first relevant documents. The Okapi-BM25 measure is given by following Equation (1) [17] :
Where Q is the query that contains terms, tf is the term frequency of term t in document D i and qtf is the term frequency in query Q. Next, k 1 , b and k 3 are constant parameters, the value of parameter that we used based on research paper explained [17] , (k 1 = 1.2, b = 0.75, k 3 = 7.0).
Where N is the total number of documents in the whole corpus, and n is a number of documents containing the term t. Parameters and are document length and average document length. Finally, reformulated query with reweighted expansion terms submitted to the searching engine, a list of ranked document retrieved as a final result.
Algorithmic Steps of Proposed Model
During the implementation of proposed model, used algorithmic steps are defined in Figure 2: 
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Chi-square based Query Expansion
The Chi-square (x 2 ) statistics (CHI) method can be used to measure the level of association between a term and a specific category. This measure is calculated with the help of making a comparison between the observed Cooccurrence frequency and the expected Co-occurrence frequency when both of them assumed independent [5] . Two hypotheses are considered for calculating the Chisquare term category dependency test; these two hypotheses are called null hypothesis and alternative hypothesis. According to the null hypothesis, the two variables term and category are independent of each other. But, according to alternative hypothesis there is some dependency between the two variables. The null hypothesis tested by making comparisons between the observed frequencies and the expected frequencies and calculated with the assumption that the null hypothesis is true [6] . The observed frequency O(t, R) presents the number of documents (R) that contain a term t and the expected frequency E(t, NR) present the number of document that contain a term t in a category NR. Where R is the set of relevant documents (related to the query) and NR is the set of non-relevant documents (non-related to the query).
The Chi-Square (x 2 ) statistical method can be defined as by Equation (4):
The Equation (4) defined as following with the help of probability interpretation:
The probabilities used in Equation (5), P(t/R) and P(t/NR) are calculated by counting the number of occurrences of term t in relevant and non-relevant document set respectively. Terms of top feedback document or term pool are ranked based on the Chisquare score of candidate terms in the corpus. Finally, some high scored candidate terms used for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called CHI Based Query Expansion (CHIBQE).
Co-occurrence based Query Expansion
The most feasible method for selecting the query expansion terms is to initially score the terms on the basis of their Co-occurrence with original user query terms. The concept of term Co-occurrence has been used since the 90's for identifying some kind of relationship among terms in the document set. According to Rijsbergen [2] , the idea of using Cooccurrence statistics is to find the relationship between document corpus and the query terms, and the author used this idea to expand the original user queries.
We can use co(t i , tj) to quantify the strength of Cooccurrence based association between two terms. Following are some well-known Co-occurrence coefficient methods, here co(t i , tj) can be given by one of the following Equations:
Where c i and cj are the numbers of documents that contain terms t i and tj respectively, and Cij is the document numbers that contain both the terms t i and tj together.
We can use these Co-occurrence coefficient values to find the value of similarity between user query terms q i and the candidate expansion term c. But there is a problem of query drifting by adding these high similar terms with the user query terms. For handling, this kind of problem one can use the concept of inverse document frequency. With the help of candidate term inverse document frequency value and normalization Cooccurrence coefficient value with user query terms, the Co-degree coefficient of the candidate term is obtained, explained in Equation (9):
Where N is the number of documents in the corpus, D is the number of top ranked retrieved documents considered, q i is the i th query term, and c is the candidate expansion term, N c is the number of documents in the corpus that contain term c. And co(q i , c) is the number of Co-occurrences between q i and c in the top ranked documents, i.e., Jaccard(q i , c).
Above Equation (9) can be used for finding the similarity of a term c with individual query term q i . To obtain a value measuring how well c is for the whole query Q, there is a need to combine its co-degree with all individual original query terms present in the query. So we use Equation (11):
Finally, the Equation (11) used to find the Cooccurrence coefficient score of candidate expansion terms. This type of query expansion is called: Cooccurrence Based Query Expansion (CBQE).
Binary Independence Model based Query Expansion
The Binary Independence Model (BIM) is a probabilistic IR technique that makes some simple assumptions to make the estimation of document/query similarity probability [7] . The binary independence assumption assumes the term t i of a document D is statistically independent in both relevant (R) and nonrelevant class (NR). In the case of text retrieval, the document attributes are the terms in the documents. In the traditional model, the value of a document attribute is either 1, meaning the term is present in the document, or 0, the term is absent. Symbolically, the binary independence assumption is given by Equation (12) [7] :
In Equation (12), T is the collection of PRF document terms, l is the number of non-equal terms in the PRF document collection (term pool),
and O(R | T) is the probability odds of relevance of a term: O(R | T) = P(R | T) / (1 -P (T)). Ranking the terms by O(R | T)
will, in fact, rank the terms by their probability of relevance. The probabilities P(ti | R) and P(ti | NR) can be estimated if some relevant (and irrelevant) documents are known, i.e. if some of the preferences of the user are known to the system. If R is the number of relevant documents, NR is the number of non-relevant documents, N is the total number of documents, r i is the number of relevant documents in which the term is present, and then the probabilities are defined as:
The probabilities calculated with Equation (13) are used to define a ranking of the terms in the collection. Any order preserving transformation of the probabilities will be as useful as the probabilities themselves. The following formula defines the same ranking as Equation (12):
The candidate terms of term pool or top retrieved feedback document are ranked based on the BIM values obtained from Equation (14) . Candidate terms ranked based on the BIM score, after ranking some high BIM scored candidate terms are selected for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called BIM Based Query Expansion (BIMBQE).
Robertson Selection Value based Query Expansion
The Robertson Selection Value (RSV) method [8] is based on Swets Model of IR system performance [15] . The system is assumed to retrieve items by ranking them according to some measure of association with the query. The principle idea of the Swets theory is to examine the distribution of values of this match function over the document collection. More specifically, it considers two such distributions, one for the relevant documents, and one for the non-relevant. If the retrieval system is any good, the two distribution will be different; in particular the match function values will generally be higher for relevant documents than for nonrelevant. In general, the more the two distributions are separated, the better the performance of the system will be. Other things being equal, the higher the difference d = µ R -µ NR between the means of the two distributions (where µ R is the mean of relevant documents, and µ NR is the mean of non-relevant documents), the better the performance. The measure of performance proposed by Swets, and an alternative proposed by Brookes [16] , can both be expressed as d normalized by some function of standard deviations of the distributions. However, these measures are associated with the assumption that the distributions are normal. This would not be an appropriate assumption for the present situation. So the present argument is based on the use of d, unnormalized, as a simple measure of performance.
If the weight of candidate term is W t then those class that contains the term will have W t added to their match function values. For the case of query expansion, we consider the candidate term t with weight W t . The new mean of relevant and non-relevant document class is given by µ R and µ NR respectively.
If P tR and P tNR correspond to the probability of terms present in relevant and non-relevant document collection respectively. The equation for µ R (mean of relevant documents) is given by Equation (15) as follows:
Similarly, the new mean for µ NR (the non-relevant documents) is given by Equation (16) as follows:
And the effectiveness d' defined as:
If differences between two distributions are very low then:
Where d is the original difference of µ R and µ NR. Finally, the weight of candidate expansion term is given by Equation (21) as follows:
Where P tR is the probability of expansion term in relevant documents and P tNR is the probability of expansion term in non-relevant document or corpus. Equation number (21) can be used to find the RSV score of candidate expansion terms. Some top scored candidate terms used to expand the user original query. This type of query expansion is called RSV Based Query Expansion (RSVBQE).
Rank Aggregation Approaches to Query Expansion Term Selection Methods
Rank Aggregation using Query Expansion Terms Rank Positions
After applying different QE terms selection methods, we got a separately ranked list of QE terms from each term selection method. Now we need some rank combination approach that can combine different ranked list of QE terms into a single list of terms. Now, some top scored terms selected from this single list of terms as QE terms with the user query. In this section, we brief about the ranks combination methods based on rank positions that we used in our proposed work. The social choice theory [18] is a study field in which voting algorithms used as a technique for making the social or group decision. Algorithms used in this section are based on voting in the elections.
Borda ranking approach
According to Borda rank combining approach, each voter has its own preference list of candidates. For each voter, the top first candidate obtains m points, the top second candidate obtains m-1 points, and the third top candidate obtains m-2 points and so on. The sum value of obtained points of each voter gives the final points to each candidate. There are few candidates that are unranked by a voter (Candidate term selection method) then remaining points are divided among the unranked candidates. The candidate that has high points wins [19] . Example No 1: Here we used an example to illustrate the working of Borda ranks combining approach. Here we assume a combined single QE terms selection method with five following ranked QE term selection methods, which have ranked four candidate terms P, Q, R, and S as following: Candidate term selection method 1 (Rank-1): P, Q, R, S Candidate term selection method 2 (Rank-2): Q, P, S, R Candidate term selection method 3 (Rank-3): R, Q, P, S Candidate term selection method 4 (Rank-4): R, Q, S Candidate term selection method 5 (Rank-5): R, Q Now we denote the score of each candidate term t by Candidate score (t).
Borda ranking (For example no 1): The score for each candidate terms are as following: Candidate score (P) = 4 + 3 + 2 + 1 + 1.5 = 11.5 Candidate score (Q) = 3 + 4 + 3 + 3 + 3 = 16 Candidate score (R) = 2 + 1 + 4 + 4 + 4 = 15 Candidate score (S) = 1 + 2 + 1 + 2 + 1.5 = 7.5 Thus the final ranking of candidate terms is: Q, R, P, S.
Some high ranked candidate terms selected by Borda scheme are used for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called Borda Based Query Expansion (BBQE).
Condorcet ranking approach
Condorcet ranking combination algorithm is based on the concept of the majority, according to this algorithm a winner candidate have to beat the other entire candidates in the pair-wise comparison. A non ranked candidate by voter loses its score then other ranked candidates score. If there are more than one unranked candidates, then all the unranked candidates tie with each other [19, 20] . Condorcet ranking for Example no. 1 (given in above Section 4.1.1): In P and Q pair-wise comparison, term P is 1 time before than term Q in all 5 ranks so win score of P with respect to Q is 1, next term P is 4 times after than Q in all 5 ranks so lose score of P with respect to Q is 4, next these is no tie between term P and Q in all 5 ranks so tie score is 0 (these win, lose and tie values of term P with respect to Q are given in the (win:lose:tie = 1:4:0) form in First Row and Third Column of Table 1 ). In the same way pair-wise comparison of all four terms P, Q, R and S in all 5 ranks are made and presented in Table 1 . After the construction of pair-wise comparison matrix of candidate terms obtained from different QE term selection methods. We made the pair-wise analysis, the first value is win score, the second is lose score, and third is tie score of four candidate terms. From pair-wise analysis of Table 1 , the winner candidate term receives one point in its "win" column and the loser candidate term receives one point in its "lose" column, and for a pair-wise tie, both candidate terms receives one point in the "tie" column. To make it more simpler, we explain it with the help of win, lose and tie scores of Example 1 given in Table 1 , for a candidate term P, it only beats S, because term P is ranked ahead of term S three times out of 5 ranks so win score is 3, term P is after term S one time so lose score is 1and there is tie between P and S one time so tie score is 1 (See, Example 1). The win, lose and tie scores of Table 1 are given in Table 2 . To rank the candidate terms with the help of Table 2 , we use candidate terms win and lose scores. If a candidate term P has more win score than other candidate Q win score in Table 2 , then term P will win over Q. If their win score is equal, then we consider candidate lose scores, and a candidate term that has a lower lose score wins (For example: In Table 1 , First Row presenting that win score of term P is higher only in fourth or last Column and lower in column second and third, means term P has 1 win score and 2 lose score that are shown in the first row of Table 2 , similarly all other term's score are calculated). If both, win and lose scores of candidate terms are equal, then the candidate terms are tied. Finally, R candidate term is the Condorcet winner in our Example 1. So the final ranking will be: R, Q, P, S. Some high ranked candidate terms selected by Condorcet scheme are used for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called Condorcet Based Query Expansion (CNBQE).
Reciprocal ranking approach
Next popular and simple ranks combination method is Reciprocal ranking approach, according to this approach for each and every voter first top candidate term obtain score 1, and the second top candidate term obtain score 1/2 and third top candidate term obtain score 1/3 and so on. A nonranked candidate term of a voter is not used in the computation of this voter. Finally, all the candidate terms ranked according to their final scores [20] . The final ranking of the candidate term will be: R, Q, P, S.
Finally, some high ranked candidate terms selected by the Reciprocal scheme are used for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called Reciprocal Based Query Expansion (RBQE).
Rank Aggregation using Query Expansion Term Scores
Let the set of ranked candidate terms are given by T = {t 1 , t 2 ,.., t m }. If there are n, query expansion term selection methods. The similarity score gives by a query expansion terms selection method i to a candidate term tj is Sij. A list of the popular and simple score and rank combination methods are explained by [19, 20] .
SumScore ranking approach
The combined value of similarity score of each candidate term tj will be the sum of the similarities score from all QE terms selection methods. That can be explained by Equation (22):
The similarity score of candidate terms obtained from different QE terms selection methods is normalized before combination. In many research works, it has been shown that the SumScore ranks score combination approach performs better than other score combination approach in almost all cases. Finally, some high ranked candidate terms selected by SumScore scheme are used for expanding the user query. This type of query expansion is called SumScore Based Query Expansion (SSBQE).
Rank Aggregation and Semantic Filtering based Query Expansion
A list of candidate terms obtained after ranks combination modules. In this candidate terms list, we observed that some candidate terms as expansion terms are not related to the original user query. If we use these candidate terms as QE terms, it may retrieve irrelevant documents. Thus, it is compulsory to filter out these irrelevant candidate terms. In order to eliminate the irrelevant and redundant candidate expansion terms, we used the concept of semantic similarity that capture the semantically related terms with query terms from the candidate terms list and filter semantically non-related terms.
For applying semantic similarity, we used linguistic ontology WordNet as background knowledge. The basic idea of semantic similarity is that if a candidate term has some kind of semantic relation (i.e., synonym, meronomy, holonomy, hypernym, hyponym) with the query term then it will be appropriate for QE. According to the discussion in this section, there are a number of semantic similarity finding modules that can be used to find semantic similarity between two words or terms or concepts ( such as query term and candidate term). The popular and feasible semantic similarity module/approach are: Leacock-Chodorow (LCh) [21] , Resnik [22] and Wu & Palmar [23] , which takes two words/concept as input and returns semantic similarity between these two terms. We used Leacock-Chodorow (LCh) semantic similarity measure in our work and found that results are motivating.
The Lch method defines a semantic similarity measure based on the Shortest distance length (c 1 , c 2 ) between two concepts or terms c 1 and c 2 , and scaling that value by twice the maximum depth of the hierarchy, and then taking the logarithm to smooth the resulting score, given in Equation (23):
Where D is the maximum depth (i.e. 12 in case of WordNet-3.0) note that in practice, we add 1 to both length (c 1 , c 2 ) and 2D to avoid log(0), when shortest path length is 0.
Our semantic filtering based approaches are BSBQE, CSBQE, and RSBQE and SSSBQE that takes candidate terms as an input from BBQE, CBQE, RBQE and SSBQE approach respectively and filter non-semantic terms from candidate terms list. We give a new formula for finding semantically suitability expansion terms from candidate term based on the pattern similar to Cooccurrence Equation (8) . The new suggest formula is given in Equation (24) that used to find semantic similarity between candidate terms and the query terms.
Where Q is all query terms, c is set of candidate terms and t i is an i th term of the query. Finally, noisy or irrelevant terms of BBQE, CBQE, RBQE and SSBQE approaches are filtered by this semantic approach, and these semantic-based approaches are called BSBQE, CSBQE, and RSBQE and SSSBQE approach respectively.
The algorithmic steps of our proposed semanticbased query expansion approaches are listed in Figure 3 . Fig. 3 . Algorithm Steps for finding semantic similarity between two concepts/words
Rank Aggregation with Semantic and Genetic based Query Expansion
In the previous section, we discussed how the term pool and candidate term collection developed. Candidate terms set have good and bad expansion terms together; now we have to select the optimal combination of expansion terms. It has been proved by many pieces of research that Genetic Algorithm (GA) is very much suited for optimization kind of problem. GA performance very much depends upon chromosome representation properly and properly selection and tuning of crossover and mutation operator, and there is a need for good fitness function.
The main steps used in Genetic Algorithm implementation are as follows: (1 
Where R a represents set of relevant documents retrieved and R represents the set of all relevant documents. (a) Crossover operator: Crossover operator used for combining two chromosomes to produce new one offspring. The value of crossover probability P c (P c = 0.7) used to occur crossover. In our work, five approaches of crossover are used that are listed as following: (i) Single point crossover. modify the values of the gene for a solution with P m probability. In our work, the value of mutation probability (P m = 0.08) used with two mutation approach.
(i) Point mutation.
(ii) Chromosomal mutation. Table 3 . Different genetic base approaches GA1: Genetic approach using single-point crossover and point based mutation. GA2: Genetic approach using single-point crossover and chromosomal based mutation. GA3: Genetic approach using restriction based crossover and point based mutation. GA4: Genetic approach using restriction based crossover and chromosomal based mutation. GA5: Genetic approach using discrete crossover and point based mutation. GA6: Genetic approach using discrete crossover and chromosomal based mutation. GA7: Genetic approach using fusion based crossover and point based mutation. GA8: Genetic approach using fusion based crossover and chromosomal based mutation. GA9: Genetic approach using dissociated based crossover operator and point based mutation. GA10: Genetic approach using dissociated based crossover operator and chromosomal based mutation.
Fig. 4. Algorithm Steps for genetic approaches based query expansion
The values of crossover and mutation were set empirically after 20 runs of Genetic Algorithm (the Genetic Algorithm was executed for 50 generation and population size was 40). Based on crossover operators and mutation operators ten different approaches of GA are used. These approaches used with similarity measure (Okapi-BM25). Different approaches used in our proposed genetic approach are listed in Table 3. A set of good expansion terms selected by using a genetic algorithm, which used for expanding the original query and used as an input to semantic filtering approach. Finally, our proposed genetic algorithm applied to semantic approaches, namely BSBQE, CSBQE, RSBQE and SSSBQE, and optimum combination with query terms are selected using this genetic approach, and these semantic genetic-based approaches are called BSGBQE, CSGBQE, and RSGBQE and SSSGBQE approaches respectively. The algorithmic steps of our proposed Genetic based query expansion approaches are listed in Figure 4. 
Methods for Reweighting the Expanded Query Terms
After one of the QE terms selection methods described above has generated the list of candidate terms, the selected candidate terms that system adds to the user query must be re-weighted. Different methods have been proposed for QE terms re-weighting. We made a comparison analysis of these methods and tested which one is the most appropriate for our proposed QE modules. The most traditional and simple approach of expansion term re-weighting is the Rocchio algorithm [24] . In this proposed work, we used Rocchio's beta version of Rocchio's algorithm, in which we require only the β parameter. Finally, we computed the new weight qtw of candidate terms used as expansion terms with the original user query by Equation (26) as follows:
In Equation (26), parameter w(t) is the old weight of candidate term t and w max (t) is the maximum weight of the expanded query terms, β is a setting parameter, qtf is the query term t frequency and qtf max is the query term t maximum frequency present in the query q. The value of the parameter β fixed to 0.1 in our experiment.
Finally, the selected candidate terms used after reweighting for expanding the user query.
Experimental study
Methodology
Baseline Model
In order to find the fair comparisons of our proposed model with others popular, relevant and state-of-the-arts models, we use Okapi-BM25 models (probabilistic 
Parameter setting
In order to investigate the optimal setting of parameters for fair comparisons, we used the parameter setting method explained in Diaz and Metzler [30] for our proposed model, which is very popular in IR's field. First, for parameters in PRF models, we used different numbers of top feedback documents in both baseline and proposed approaches (5, 10, 15, 25, 50) , to find the optimal number of feedback documents for making the proper collection of expansion terms that may improve the performance of IR system, but we found that our proposed model performing best for top 15 numbers of feedback document, that's why we fix top 15 feedback document to make the term pool in our experiment. Second, we select different number of top candidate terms from ranked candidate terms based on similarity value with query terms as expansion terms (10, 20, 30, 50, 75) , for both baseline and proposed methods to find the optimal number of top expansion terms used for reformulating query, but our proposed model performing best for top 30 candidate term, that's why we fix top 30 candidate terms to reformulate the original user query in our experiment.
Datasets
In this section, we describe two well-known benchmarks test collections used in our experiments: TREC disk 1&2 and FIRE ad-hoc dataset, which are different in size and genre (TREC disc 1&2 size is 6 Gb, while FIRE dataset is 3.4 Gb). The detailed descriptions of both datasets are given in In our experiments, we use only title field of TREC and FIRE query sets for retrieval task, because this field is closer to the actual queries used in real time applications, and the usefulness of this field is expected to be the most useful for short type queries mention here. The last column of Table 4 presents the average documents length in the corresponding TREC and FIRE datasets.
Based on the performance, Porter steamer is used to stem each term in the process of indexing and querying, and a latest list of 420 stop words is used to remove the stop words.
Evaluation parameters
Recall (R), Precision (P) and F-measure are three parameters that are used to evaluate the performance of information retrieval system, Recall is given by:
Where R r , is the set of relevant documents retrieved and S arel is the set of all relevant documents.
Where S ret is the retrieved documents set. The Average Precision (AP) used as a standard measure to find the quality of a search system in information retrieval. The precision of a document d is defined as the fraction of relevant documents within the set of retrieved documents. The Average Precision for relevant document sets is obtained as the mean precision of all these docs.
Where R i is the relevant documents set.
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Where Q is the number of queries, we used the Fmeasure to evaluate the accuracy of the result. The Fmeasure is a harmonic combination of the precision (P i ) and recalls (R i ) values of i th documents set used in information retrieval.
The F-measure can be calculated by equation (31) as follows: Tables 5 and 6 show the retrieval performance of QE term selection methods in terms of Mean Average Precision (MAP) and Recall on FIRE and TREC datasets and compared with Okapi-BM25 and Hiemstra retrieval model. Where, both Okapi-BM25 and Hiemstra are state-of-the-arts probabilistic retrieval model [25, 26] . In both FIRE and TREC dataset, top 10, 25 and 50 retrieved documents are used to measure the average precision, recall and mean average. In our experiment, we found that the performance of our proposed QE term selection approaches CHIBQE, CBQE, BIMBQE and RSVBQE achieved a significant improvement over basic retrieval model Okapi-BM25. We also note that the improvements achieved by the proposed model on TREC disk1&2 are little greater than the FIRE dataset. This is probably because that the disk 1&2 collections contain news articles, which are usually considered as high-quality text data with less noise. On the contrary, FIRE ad-hoc dataset are news as well as web collections that are more challenging and include multiple sources of a heterogeneous set of the document as well as more noise. Tables 5 and 6 show that the performance of CHI based query expansion terms selection methods is higher than other term selection methods in all top retrieved document sets on both FIRE and TREC datasets. Tables 7 and 8 show the retrieval performance of rank combination methods in terms of average precision and recall on both FIRE and TREC data sets and compared with Aguera et al.'s (combining three-query expansion terms selection methods based model) models [27] .
Comparison of Individual Query Expanding Terms Selection Methods
Comparison of Ranks Aggregation Methods
Where, Aguera et al.'s is a state-of-the-art multiple query expansion terms selection combination based retrieval model. In our experiment, we found that the performance of our proposed ranks combination methods SSBQE, RBQE, CNBQE and BBQE achieved a significant improvement over Okapi-BM25 and Aguera et al.'s model.
The performance of ranking based ranks combination is better than score based ranks combination. We also note that the improvements achieved by the proposed model on TREC is little more than the FIRE dataset. Tables 7 and 8 show that the performance of Borda and Condorcet ranking based ranks combination methods BBQE and CNBQE are better than other ranking based and score based ranks combination methods in all top retrieved document sets. Tables 9 and 10 show the retrieval performance of semantic filtering based rank combination methods in terms of average precision and recall on both FIRE and TREC datasets and compared with Zhang et al.'s (Semantic based query expansion method) models. Where, Zhang et al.'s is a state-of-the-art semantic based retrieval model [28] .
Comparison of Ranks Aggregation using Semantic Filtering based Methods
In our experiment, we found that the performance of our proposed semantic filtering based rank combination methods SSSBQE, RSBQE, CNSBQE and BSBQE achieved a significant improvement over Okapi-BM25 retrieval model. Tables 9 and 10 show that the performance of Borda and Condorcet rank combination methods BSBQE and CNSBQE are better than other sum score and reciprocal based rank combination SSSBQE and RSBQE in all top retrieved document sets. Tables 9-10 show the results of rank combining schemes with semantic filtering are significantly better than the Zhang et al.'s model's result. Figure 5 shows the significant improvement by our proposed semantic based approaches, namely CNSBQE and BSBQE over Okapi-BM25 and Zhang et al. model in terms of Recall, Precision and F-measures for both FIRE and TREC datasets.
The 11-point precision-recall curve of proposed semantic based approaches and baseline approaches Okapi-BM25 and Zhang et al. are shown in Figure 6 . The 11-point precision-recall curve is a graph plotting the interpolated precision of an information retrieval (IR) system at 11 standard recall levels, that is, {0.0, 0.1, 0.2,...,1.0}. The graph is widely used to evaluate IR systems that return ranked documents, which are common in modern search systems. Figure 6 also shows the significant improvement of our proposed semantic based query expansion approaches over baseline approaches. This indicates that both the combination of ranks and semantic filtering are having the positive effect on improving the quality of expansion terms. 
Comparison of Ranks Aggregation using Semantic Genetic Approach based Methods
In order to apply genetic approach, the GA executed for total 50 generations and 40 population size. The value of crossover and mutation set empirically after 20 execution of GA. Finally, crossover rate was taken as 0.7 and mutation rate as 0.08. Only the results of proposed BSGBQE approach using all GA's approaches (such as GA1, GA2,…., GA10) are presented in Table  11 . In Table 11 analysis, it is observed that GA1 approach achieved the highest improvement over other GA approaches, which using different crossover and mutation techniques, while GA1 used one-point crossover operator and point based mutation in its implementation. Figure 7 shows Recall (as fitness function) of all the queries generation wise for all four approaches using Genetic algorithms such as SSSGBQE, RSGBQE, CNSGBQE and BSGBQE approaches on both datasets. Recall vs. generation number graph draw only for best performing genetic approach (GA1) shown in Table 11 . It can be observed that average fitness (recall) is increasing initially and slowly reaches to convergence. This shows the improvement in the retrieval of documents by expanding queries using proposed GAbased approaches. Figure 7 shows that our proposed BSGBQE approach is performing best among other Genetic based approaches.
Once the candidate terms obtained after semantic filtering and ranks combination approaches, it is logical to check the optimum combination of query terms and candidate terms for selecting the best set of candidate terms for reformulating the query, for this purpose we use genetic algorithms as optimal set finding algorithm. In this process, only important terms filtered as candidate terms and unimportant candidate terms ignored. Tables 12 and 13 show the retrieval performance of semantic genetic filtering based rank combination methods BSGBQE, CNSGBQE, RSGBQE and SSSGBQE in terms of average precision and recall on both FIRE and TREC data sets and compared with Zhu et al.'s (Genetic-based query expansion method) models. Where, Zhu et al.'s is a state-of-the-art semantic and genetic based retrieval model [29] . Tables  12-13 show the results of rank combining schemes with the semantic genetic approach are significantly better than the Zhu et al.'s model. The 11-point precision-recall curve of proposed semantic genetic based approaches and baseline approaches Okapi-BM25 and Zhu et al. are shown in Figure 9 . The 11-point precision-recall curve is a graph plotting the interpolated precision of an information retrieval (IR) system at 11 standard recall levels, that is, {0.0, 0.1, 0.2,...,1.0}. The graph is widely used to evaluate IR systems that return ranked documents, which are common in modern search systems. Figure 9 also shows the significant improvement of our proposed semantic genetic based query expansion approaches over baseline approaches. This indicates that the combinations of ranks, semantic and genetic approaches together are having the positive effect on improving the quality of expansion terms. 
Statistical Analysis
Statistical significance of proposed approaches
After observing that our proposed approach is giving better performance than the best of individual similarity measure considered, a t-test was applied to show that the improvement is statistically significant. This pair t-test compares one set of measurements with a second set from the same sample. Given two paired sets X i and Y i of n measured values, the paired t-test determines whether they differ from each other in a significant way under the assumptions that the paired differences are independent and identically normally distributed.
The that the null hypothesis is rejected and that the mean of our data is significantly different from other approaches with 95% certainty and therefore the null hypothesis (''means are equal'') cannot be rejected at the 5% significance level (a = 0.05).
If the p-value = 1, then the performances are not statistically different and, therefore, the null hypothesis (''means are equal'') can be rejected at the 5% significance level (a = 0.05). The CI is the 95% confidence interval of the mean based upon the tdistribution. 
Summary
Our observations on the experimental results of the query expansion score combination and ranks combination of the query expansion selection methods are summarized as follows:
• The individual query expansion terms selection methods, namely CHIBQE, CBQE, RSVBQE and BIMBQE performing better than Okapi-BM25 (non-query expansion method) and Hiemstra methods. In all used term selection methods, CHIBQE performed best among CBQE, BIMBQE and RSVBQE.
• The combination of multiple query expansion terms selection methods performed better than the performance of each individual query expansion term selection method. The CNBQE and BBQE ranks aggregation methods performing better than other ranks aggregation methods such as SSBQE, RBQE, and Aguera et al.'s method.
• Our proposed semantic filtering based ranks aggregation methods perform better than both ranks combination methods and individual feature selection methods for both datasets because semantic filtering removed redundant and irrelevant candidate terms. The CNSBQE and BSBQE semantic-based methods performed better than SSSBQE, RSBQE, and Zhang et al.'s method.
• Our proposed genetic algorithm after semantic filtering based approach as semantic genetic filtering that achieved motivational results based on a good optimal combination of candidate expansion terms and query terms. The CNSGBQE and BSGBQE genetic based methods performed better than SSSGBQE, RSGBQE, and Zhu et al.'s method.
• Pair t-test shows statistical significance of our proposed approaches over baseline approach in terms of h-value, p-value, and CI value as shown in Tables 14-16 .
Here, we are listing some important reasons for achieving improvements by our proposed model for making the contribution more clear as follows:
(1) In our proposed model, used ranks combining approaches combining the strengths of different query expansion terms selection/ranking methods that enhancing the performance of our system (Because each used individual QE terms selection method has its strengths and weaknesses, and by using the property of ranks combining approaches, we are combining their strengths and eliminating their weaknesses). (2) In our proposed model, used semantic filtering approach filtering out all irrelevant terms with respect to original user query that is enhancing the performance of our system. (3) In our proposed model, used Genetic Algorithm based approach choosing the optimal combination of possible expansion terms and query terms with the help of Fitness function that enhancing the performance of our system.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this work, we explored the power of combining multiple query expansion terms selection methods to improve the performance of information retrieval system by using the automatic expansion of user query called automatic query expansion (AQE). We studied the ranks combination of four query expansion terms selection methods on two real datasets with or without semantic filtering and semantic genetic filtering approaches. We found that ranks combinations using semantic filtering and semantic genetic filtering outperform each ranks combinations without semantic filtering and each individual query expansion terms selection method in terms of the mean average precision, recall, and F-measure. More specifically, we found that combination of query expansion terms selection methods can improve the performance of information retrieval system only if each of the query expansion terms selection method has relatively high performance, and their scoring behaviours are quite different from each other selection method. In that case, different query expansion terms selection methods can capture the different characteristics of the terms, and the newly obtained terms can represent the document set more accurately. Used Semantic algorithms found more semantic similar candidate terms with query terms and filter out irrelevant and redundant candidate terms. After semantic filtering, the used genetic algorithm made an optimal combination of semantically filtered candidate terms with the query terms. Some high score candidate terms selected using semantic genetic filtering approach were useful to expand original user query. Our experimental results confirmed that our proposed model performed significantly better than other state-of-thearts methods on both FIRE and TREC datasets. Our future research will focus on exploring the query expansion terms selection methods and other types of combination of multiple expansion terms selection methods. We will also study how to improve the performance of information retrieval system with the help of query expansion by using evolutionary technique and machine learning technique.
